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                                             Search Marketing Expo Contest from Eyeflow                               
( PRL
EAP.COM
) Eyeflow Internet Marketing is offering internet marketing enthusiasts a chance to enter to win a
1 day, all-access pass to Search Marketing Expo (SMX) East 2013. Giveaway entries will be
accepted from Monday, August 5 at 10 AM EST to Friday, September 6 at 11PM EST.  Entries
are being collected on the Eyeflow Internet Marketing 
Facebook
or on the giveawy page at 
http://www.eyeflow.com/giveaway/
. The winner will be announced Monday September 9, 2013. SMX East 2013 will be held in New
York at the Jacob K. Javits Convention Center on October 1-2.

The grand prize includes the ticket for entry to the event, a significant value beyond the face
value price of $1,095. President of Eyeflow, Phil Laboon is excited about holding this giveaway
saying, "We wanted to give back to our fans by giving them the chance to go to such an
amazing event!" 

Attending SMX East is a great way to learn SEO, SEM and social media marketing tactics,
which can improve website traffic, increase conversions and boost sales. SMX East is for SEO
and internet marketing professionals of all experience levels, allowing them a unique
opportunity to learn more about the changing industry as well as network with other SEO
professionals. The event is co-chaired by industry leaders Danny Sullivan and Chris Sherman,
Founding Editors of Search Engine Land, who have been organizing must-attend internet
marketing conferences for 15 years. Attendees can mix and mingle with the best in the
business! 

Contest entries will be managed through the giveaway program host Punchtab, where users
can enter through simple actions: liking the Eyeflow brand on Facebook, following Eyeflow on
Twitter, tweeting the entry message, following Eyeflow on Google+, answering a question about
the SMX East event, or even simply visiting the Eyeflow Blog . These methods of entry will
provide participants with even more value than a chance to win the prize itself. Entrants will also
benefit from Eyeflow's information-rich social and blog postings, providing them with internet
marketing tips and ideas to help them grow their business, even if they don't win the prize. 

Eyeflow Internet Marketing is an internet marketing consulting firm located in Pittsburgh. 
Eyeflow is a long-time proponent of organic search engine optimization techniques and
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educates clients about the latest in SEO and inbound marketing as it progresses through SEO
marketing campaigns. For more information about how search engine optimization can help
boost your brand's visibility and access a greater audience, contact Eyeflow for a free proposal: 
www.eyeflow.com
.
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